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exploring the dynamics of light

The circadian rhythm is the 24 hour cycle of living beings, it is linked 
to well-being, human health, and performance of activities. Currently, 
publicly shared spaces are designed with limited control and connec-
tion to these cycles. The purpose of the design is to provide varying 
light conditions within a publicly shared room in order to enhance and 
emphasize the natural cycles through the integration of natural light. 
This integration decreases demand for electricity and generates a bet-
ter learning environment.

The skin functions as a mediator and interpreter of the dynamic natu-
ral lighting conditions. It utilizes this changing light to alter the inte-
rior spaces, resulting in a dynamic use by the occupants. This encour-
ages movement within the space  and generates social interaction. The 
design does this by diffusing and directing the available natural light 
into interior spaces. The interior environment responds by emphasiz-
ing these conditons and taking qualitative advantage of them.
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[concept map]

Wang, Na. In Broad Daylight: An Investigation of the Multiple  
            Environmental Factors Influencing Mood, Preference,  
            and Performance in a Sunlit Workplace. , 2009. Print.



CHARGING CHARGING CHARGING

[lsc] luminescent solar concentrator

semi-transparent 
plastic panels function 
as luminecent solar 
concentrators, har-
vesting available di-
rect and diffuse light

as sunlight hits the 
panel, luminescent 
particles absorb the 
light and re-emit it at 
a longer wavelength

the light that is emit-
ted at an angle great-
er than the critical 
angle of the panel will 
be trapped through 
total internal reflec-
tion and directed to 
the edge of the panel 
where thin photovol-
taics convert the light 
into usable energy

[re]evaluate

[existing condition]

Although the current openings 
in the graduate studio allow for 
natural lighting, the windows are 
most often covered due to direct 
glare. With minimal light enter-
ing the space, electric lights are 
required when natural lighting is 
most available.

[charging]
In order to accomodate the needs 
of the occupants, the build-
ing skin will have two stages: 
charging and lighting. [Charging] 
When there are no occupants 
within the grid of the lighting sys-
tem, mirrors will focus the light 
to a photovoltaic in order to store 
energy for lighting during no sun-
light hours. [Lighting] When occu-
pants enter a grid of the system, 
the mirrors will focus light to that 
specific grid.

[light exploration]

[concept model]

[total internal reflection]

winter solsticeequinoxsummer solstice

refracted ray

incident ray

refracted ray

incident ray

refracted ray
incident ray

Ɵi

Ɵt

Ɵc

Ɵt

Ɵi Ɵt

[c] 

[d] 

[e] 

[c]  Ɵi  < Ɵc : refracted ray is transmitted 
out of the medium
refracted ray travels along 
the surface of the panel
refracted ray is internally 
reflected to the edges of the 
panel

[d]  Ɵi  = Ɵc :

[d]  Ɵi  > Ɵc :

[l ighting]
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solar directors



[current condition]

The graduate studio 
is organized based on 
section with no regard 
to lighting. This results 
in a space with scat-
tered occupancy and a 
lighting system that is 
either on or off.

[proposed condition]

The organization of the 
studio is based off of 
lighting requirements 
based on a single oc-
cupant. By reorganiz-
ing the structure of 
the studio, lighting be-
comes more efficient 
with dynamic lighting 
throught the room al-
lowing the users to 
choose their environ-
ment.

lighting conditions + views

[re]organize

70-80 fc
accent lighting
asymmetrical

50-70 fc
ambient lighting
diffuse/direct

15-30 fc
task lighting
asymmetrical

[   ]  daylighting
[   ] electric lighting

As the sun moves from east to west through-
out the day, the lsc’s direct the sun through 
the windows, generating views to the exterior 
in the more lit sociable spaces. 

During the summer, when excess heat 
loads are unnecessary, the lsc’s function as 
shades, transitioning from natural to electri-
cal.

The system provides dynamic lighting conditions 
throughout the day by emphasizing the angle of the 
sun. The three lighting scenarios are generated by 
natural, artificial, and the combination of both in dif-
ferent locations throughout the day.

8:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

winter 
solstice

equinox

winter 
solstice
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